Introduction
. q Ash deposits reduce heat transfer rates to furnace walls, superheater tubes, and other heat transfer surfaces in coal-fired power plants. The magnitude of this reduction largely depends on the thickness, thermal conductivity, and emissivity of the deposits. This paper examines the thermal conductivity of ash deposits under conditions similar to those found in the convective pass of utility-scale boilers; recent reviews document the current theoretical and experimental state of the art1J2.
Ash deposits are a complex, heterogeneous, multiphase, porous material. An extensive literature exists that discusses the heat transfer characteristics of porous materials (see, e.g.,3~4).
Like many porous materials at high temperature, both conduction and radiation can contribute to the overall heat transfer rate through the deposit; therefore, we use the effective thermal conductivity to characterize the overall heat transfer rate. The effective thermal conductivity is a lumped parameter that accounts for heat transfer by all these different modes; in this paper, the phrase "thermal conductivity" refers to the effective thermal conductivity of the deposit.
The transport properties of ash deposits and other porous materials are thought to depend strongly on the deposit physical structure or microstructure 74~5. Ash deposits have a complex, highly three-dimensional microstructure.
The initial structure is determined by several competing mechanisms that control deposition. The deposit structure then changes on time scales ranging from minutes to days due to sintering and chemical reactions occurring at high temperature within the deposit.
Although numerous investigations report measurements of the thermal conductivity of ash depositsl~7-11, little experimental data exist to define quantitatively the relationship between deposit microstructure and thermal conductivity. As discussed in the first part of this investigation12, the previous measurements were made on highly processed and disturbed ash samples whose microstructure may not be representative of actual boiler deposits. Second, little data are presented that describe the microstructure of the materials that were examined.
Characterizing deposit microstructure is very difficult; we are aware of only two published papers that present quantitative measurements of ash deposit microstructure 13~14.
The lack of experimental data on deposit thermal conductivity and microstructure has hampered the development of realistic models for deposit thermal conductivity. Ash deposit property models are needed to simulate the effects of ash deposition on boiler performance.
Existing boiler models conductivity 15-20. The conductivity15>l 8; more rely on empirical expressions for evaluating deposit thermal simplest treatments assume a constant value for deposit thermal sophisticated approaches employ fits of experimental data19~20.
Frequently the data used to determine the deposit thermal conductivity are based on measurements of surrogate materials such as sandstone and not the reported ash deposit data15720.
In this two-part study, we report an experimental investigation into the thermal conductivity of ash deposits. In the first part 12, we describe a novel experimental technique to measure the thermal conductivity of ash deposits in situ as they form in a pilot-scale combustor. The approach minimizes the disturbance of the natural deposit microstructure. In this second part, we employ this technique to examine the effects of densification and sintering on ash deposit thermal conductivity. SEM images are used to investigate the changes in deposit microstructure.
The measured values of thermal conductivity are compared with predictions of a theoretical model.
Methods
Experiments were conducted using the Multifuel Combustor (MFC) at Sandia National Laboratories to examine the effects of sintering on the thermal conductivity of ash deposits. The experiment is designed simulate the conditions found in the convective pass of utility boilers and to minimize the disturbance of the natural deposit structure. The experimental technique is described in detail in the first part of this study 12. In this section, we briefly describe the procedure used to sinter the deposits. We then discuss theoretical bounds for deposit thermal conductivity, and define an empirical structural parameter to measure changes in deposit microstructure.
A 65/35% (by mass) blend of Illinois #6 coal and wheat straw was fired to generate deposits.
Utility-grind, pulverized coal (70% through a 200 mesh) was prepared separately from the wheat straw. Samples of wheat straw were ground to pass through a 0.5-mm mesh. The straw-coal q blend formed part of a series of experiments examining the effect of cofiring on fireside combustion processes, including ash deposition21. Selected results from standard fuel analyses are shown in Table 1 . 
Experiments are conducted in two stages to examine the effects of sintering on deposit thermal conductivity. During the growth stage, deposits are collected at relatively low probe surface temperatures (300 to 450°C) to create a loose, unsintered, particulate deposit. After a sufficient y thick deposit forms, the solid fuel feed is turned off and the deposit is sintered by increasing the ambient gas (and deposit) temperature by firing the MFC natural gas burner, injecting natural gas into the lower furnace immediately above the deposit, and increasing the MI?C wall temperature. We refer to this second stage of the experiment as the sintering stage.
We use the deposit solid fraction as a measure of the extent of deposit sintering. The solid fraction, $, is the ratio of the volume of the solid phase to the total volume of the deposit. We determine the solid fraction from the deposit mass measured at the end of an experiment, the deposit volume determined from the deposit thickness scans, and an assumed density of the deposit solid phase of 2.2 g cm-3. We assume that the mass of the deposit does not change during the sintering phase of an experiment; therefore, we can determine the time history of deposit solid fraction by monitoring the changes in deposit volume while sintering.
At the end of each experiment the deposit is removed from the probe for further analysis. A standard ash analysis provides the bulk elemental composition of the deposit. SEM analysis generates electron micrographs of deposit microstructure. Two procedures were used to prepare samples for SEM analysis. The first procedure involves impregnating deposit pieces in epoxy.
The samples are then cross-sectioned, polished, and carbon coated; we refer to these samples as potted samples. The potted samples are cross-sectioned nopal to the probe surface to allow examination of the radial variations in microstructure. Mounting the samples in epoxy allows for quantitative image analysis because the SEM only detects the solid and void space that intersects the cross-sectioned plane. The second procedure involves directly carbon coating deposit pieces;
we refer to these samples as unpotted samples. The unpotted samples are positioned in the SEM " to allow detailed examination of the inside and outside surface of the deposit.
Theoretical Limits and the Structural Parameter
Theoretical limits for the effective thermal conductivity of porous materials are useful reference points for evaluation of the measurements. We compare the measured values of deposit thermal conductivity to the simplest, lowest-order theoretical bounds4. Treating the gas and solid phases as if they independently conduct heat in parallel defines an upper limit for the effective thermal conductivity,
where $ is the deposit solid fraction, kg is the gas phase phase thermal conductivity. Treating the gas and solid defines a lower limit,
thermal conductivity, and k, is the solid phases as if they conduct heat in series
Although many higher-order (tighter) bounds have been derived for porous materials 4, these bounds typically assume an isotropic structure and, therefore, cannot be applied to ash deposits, . which are commonly highly anisotropic. Torquato and Sen22 discuss higher-order bounds for anisotropic materials; application of these bounds requires detailed information about the deposit . microstructure.
Equations (1) and (2) are intended to provide a rational basis for comparison; they are not rigorous theoretical bounds for the thermal conductivity of ash deposits. For example, deposits with very small pore sizes (smaller than the mean free path of air) could have an effective thermal conductivity below the lower limit defined by equation (2); radiation can result in effective thermal conductivity greater than the upper limit defined by equation (l).
We need values for the thermal conductivity of the gas and solid phase material to evaluate the theoretical limits. We use a value of 0.06 W/(m K) for kg, which is comparable to the thermal conductivity of air at typical deposit temperatures. Assigning a thermal conductivity value to the solid phase is more difficult because the deposit chemical composition is largely unknown. Ash compositions (for example, see Table 1 ) are commonly reported on an oxide basis as a matter of practice; the analytical techniques do not provide any information on chemical composition. Previous work indicates that the thermal conductivity of the deposit solid phase cannot be approximated using a weighted average based on the mass proportion of the oxides23, although it presumably could be approximated as the weighted average of the species actually present in the deposit. Because these species are not precisely known but generally are dominated by silica and aluminum silicates, we use a constant value of 3 W/(m K) for k,, which is representative of the thermal conductivity of silica-containing materials at high temperature24.
Using the aforementioned values for k: and k,, the upper limit is on average 9 times greater than the lower limit, with a maximum difference of a factor of 13. The large difference between the lower and upper bounds is characteristic of porous materiaIs such as ash deposits that consist of two phases with very different thermal conductivities and underscores the importance of structural information in determining deposit thermal conductivity. ?
Since the theoretical limits defined by equations (1) and (2) correspond to extremes in deposit microstructure, we use these limits define an empirical structural parameter, .
m.
where k~~~ĩs the measured value of deposit thermal conductivity. This parameter provides a useful metric for the interpretation of the experimental results that reflects the microstructure of the deposit. Assuming Equations (1) and (2) define rigorous bounds, the structural parameter varies between O and 1 (O< x(Q) S 1). Values close to O indicate a deposit with a more layered structure whereas those close to 1 indicate a deposit with a more columnar structure. This parameter is a global parameter that accounts for the effects of any non-uniformity on the net heat transfer rate through the deposit. Both the solid fraction and the structural parameter are required to uniquely define the deposit thermal conductivity.
Results and Discussion
A series of experiments were conducted while firing the 65/35 blend of Illinois #6 coal and wheat straw to examine the effects of sintering and densification on deposit thermal conductivity.
In this section we first describe the measurements of deposit thermal conductivity. We then discuss the relationship between the trends in deposit thermal conductivity and the changes in deposit microstructure, deposit temperature, and deposit chemical composition. Finally, we compare the thermal conductivity measurements to predictions of a theoretical model. The deposit formed during the growth phase of the experiment (O-2.5 hours) has an average thermal conductivity of 0.14 W/(m K) and a measured solid fraction of 0.07. This very porous deposit consisted of loose, unconsolidated particles, which can easily be blown or knocked off the probe. The unconsolidated nature of the deposit is due to the low average deposit temperature of -450"C during the growth phase of the experiment. We expect that the thermal conductivity of such a deposit represents the lower extreme of the range of possible deposits that might form in real boilers.
Measurements of De~osit Thermal Conductivity
During the sintenng phase of the experiment (2.5 -14.5 hours), the deposit thermal conductivity increased by a factor of 2.3 from 0.14 to 0.31 W/(m K), and the average deposit temperature was increased to more than 650"C. The degree of sintering is indicated by the deposit solid fraction; the higher the solid fraction the more sintered the deposit. Sintenng increased the deposit solid fraction by a factor of 4 from 0.07 to 0.28, creating a deposit that consisted of a well-consolidated, friable material that had to be scraped from the probe.
Throughout the entire experiment the measured values of deposit thermal conductivity fall between the theoretical limits.
There are two important points to be made regarding the changes in deposit thermal conductivity observed during the sintering stage of the experiment. First, the overall trend in the measured deposit thermal conductivity more closely follows the lower theoretical limit than the upper limit. This is reflected by the falling value of the structural parameter (Figure ld) throughout the majority of the sintering phase of the experiment, which indicates that sintering causes the measured deposit thermal conductivity to approach the lower limit. Second, the changes in deposit thermal conductivity observed during the sintering phase of the experiment occur in two distinct stages. The majority of the increase in the deposit thermal conductivity occurs between 2.5 through 4.5 hours elapsed time. During this period, the deposit solid fraction increases from 0.07 to 0.11 and the deposit thermal conductivity increases from 0.14 to 0.26 W/(m K) -70% of the total increase in deposit thermal conductivity, but only 20% of the total increase in deposit density. Between 4.5 through 14.5 hr elapsed time the deposit density increased by more than a factor of 2, but the thermal conductivity only slightly increased.
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The trends in thermal conductivity shown in Figure 1 can be attributed to one or more of the several changes that occurred during the sintering phase of the experiment. Sintering significantly altered the deposit microstructure, increasing the deposit density by a factor of 4.
The average deposit temperature rose by approximately 200"C during the sintering phase of the experiment. Sintering also changed the deposit chemical composition. In the next three sections, we discuss in detail the effects of these changes in order to understand the observed trends in deposit thermal conductivity.
Sintering and deposit microstructure
Ash deposit thermal conductivity is thought to depend strongly on the deposit microstructure because the thermal conductivity values of typical deposit solid phase materials are two to three order of magnitude greater than those of deposit gas phase materials. Deposit solid fraction provides the simplest measure of the changes in deposit structure that occur during sintering.
Although solid fraction does not provide any structural information, it does indicate the deposit density. The deposit solid fraction (or, equivalently, porosity or deposit density) is often used as a predictor for the effects of sintering on deposit thermal conductivity l~20.
A plot of the measurements of deposit thermal conductivity as a function of solid fraction is shown in Figure 2 . The results indicate that increases in deposit density due to sintering are not necessarily accompanied by increases in deposit thermal conductivity. Therefore, deposit solid fraction by itself is a poor predictor of the effects of sintering on deposit thermal conductivity.
One must combine solid fraction with some information on the deposit microstructure to predict the changes in thermal conductivity. The trends shown in Figures 1 and 2 indicate that sintering changes the deposit microstructure in such a way to offset any potential increase in thermal conductivity due to increased deposit density.
To determine the effects of sintering on deposit microstructure, SEM analysis was performed on four deposits created under identical experimental conditions and then sintered for different periods of time (O, 1, 4, and 12 hours) . Figure 3 shows time-resolved measurements of deposit thermal conductivity and solid fraction from these experiments. The changes in deposit solid fraction indicate that the deposits sintered at the same rate. The thermal conductivity measurements all exhibit the same trend -a significant increase in deposit thermal conductivity occurs during the initial stages of sintering; further sintering has relatively little impact on the deposit thermal conductivity. microstructure that occur during the sintering phase of the experiment. These micrographs were taken at low magnification (50X and 35X) in order to assess the large-scaIe changes in deposit structure. Figure 4 shows the cross-section of the unsintered deposit and the deposit sintered for 12 hours mounted in epoxy. Figure 5 shows the inside and outside surfaces of unpotted pieces of all four deposits. We suspect that the images over-estimate the extent of sintering on the inside surface of the deposit because the deposits are removed from the deposition probe for SEM analysis. Measurements of (a) deposit solid fraction, and (b) deposit effective thermal conductivity as a function of time. As described in the text, these measurements were conducted under the same experimental conditions, but the experiments were terminated after different periods of sintering to examine the changes in deposit microstructure. The vertical line at O hours elapsed time indicates the start of sintering portion of the experiment. Data for the deposit sintered for 12 hrs are also shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The theoretical limits are calculated from the solid fraction of the deposit sintered for 12 hrs. The elapsed time for some of the thermal conductivity measurements has been slightly shifted for visual clarity. Vertical bars indicate estimate of experimental uncertainty on selected data points. 
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Electron micrographs of the inside and outside surface sintered for O, 1, 4, and 10 hours. These deposit samples and analyzed with the SEM, as described in the text.
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of deposits that have been were directly carbon coated Qualitative comparison of the images shown in Figure 4 reveals dramatic structural differences between an unsintered and a sintered deposit. The unsintered deposit consists primarily of distinct particles that appear isolated from their neighbors. Although the solid regions may appear isolated in the two-dimensional image, it is important to realize that the solid phase forms a continuous structure in three dimensions. The structure of the unsintered deposit appears to be isotropic -without a label one cannot tell which is the inside or outside surface of the deposit. The cross-section of a sintered deposit shows a significantly different structureinstead of distinct particles, there is a substantial, interconnected solid phase. The sintered deposit clearly has an anisotropic structure with large plate-like features present near the outside surface of the deposit. The mean feature size in the sintered deposit is significantly larger than that in the unsintered deposits.
Image analysis techniques were used to quantify the differences in the microstructure of the unsintered and sintered deposits shown in Figure 4 . The results of this analysis indicate that sintenng creates a deposit with a layered structure. For example, using the procedures described by Ramer and Martello13 we examined the radial variations of deposit solid fraction. The solid fraction of the unsintered deposit is essentially uniform; the measured solid fraction of the inside and outside half of the unsintered deposit is 0.09 and 0.11, respectively. In comparison, the deposit sintered for 12-hours exhibits significant radiaI variations in solid fraction; the measured soIid fraction of the inside quarter and outside three quarters of the sintered deposit is 0.15 and 0.32, respectively. We expect the formation of a layered deposit structure during the sintering stage of the experiment because the large temperature gradients (up to 100 "C/mm) result in a wide range of sintenng rates across a deposit. The solid fraction values determined with the image analysis technique when applied to the entire deposit compare favorably to those determined form the measurements of deposit mass and deposit volume.
The electron rnicrographs of the unpotted deposit samples shown in Figure 5 provide additional evidence that a layered deposit structure forms during the sintering stage of the experiment. One cannot differentiate between the inside and outside surface of the unsintered deposit, which suggests a uniform deposit structure. Evidence of a layered structure can clearly be seen after only 1 hour of sintering. After 1 hour the inside surface of the deposit appears unchanged while numerous bridges have formed between particles found on the outside surface of the deposit. After 4 hours of sintering substantial bridges have formed between aIl of the particles on the outside surface, while the inside surface has a rough, porous appearance. After 4 hours of sintering there is some evidence of sintering at the inside deposit surface. After 12 hours of sintering the outside deposit surface has a smooth, interconnected structure while the inside surface still has a rough, angular structure. All of these images reveal the complex, threedimensional structure of ash deposits.
The trends in the structura.I parameter shown in Figure Id also indicate that a layered deposit structure forms during the sintering phase of the experiment. During the initial stages of sintering the structural parameter increases indicating that the measured thermal conductivity is trending towards the upper limit. This suggests that that the sintering initially creates a deposit with a more columnar structure. Subsequent sintering causes the structural parameter to decreases indicating that the measured thermal conductivity is trending towards the lower limit.
The physical interpretation of this trend is that sintering creates in a more layered deposit structure. The time history of the structural parameter indicates that layering occurs throughout most of the sintering phase of the experiment.
The changes in the deposit microstructure apparent in Figures 4 and 5 provide a compelling explanation for the trends in deposit thermal conductivity. The hypothesis is that the structure of the solid phase largely determines the thermal conductivity of a deposit. During the initial stages of sintering, the contact area between particles rapidly increases as point contacts between particles fuse together resulting in increased deposit thermal conductivity. This occurs primarily in the hotter outer layers of the deposit and causes the sharp increase in thermal conductivity observed during the initial stages of sintering. At later times, a relatively unsintered inner layer next to the cool probe surface dominates the overall deposit thermal conductivity. During this period, the contact area between particles no longer limits the conduction through the soIid phase and the overall deposit thermal conductivity is limited by layered deposit structure that requires significant sintering to substantially alter.
Sinterhw and DeRosit Tem~erature
The average deposit temperature rose by -200 "C during the sintering phase of the experiment. It is important to determine if this temperature rise is responsible for some or all of observed increase in deposit thermal conductivity independent of the changes in structure. At high temperatures, radiation can increase significantly the heat transfer rate through the deposit, which, in turn, increases the effective deposit thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity of gas and some solid phase materials also increase with temperature.
Measurements of deposit thermal conductivity made at the end of the experiment as the deposit cooled down suggest that the increase in deposit temperature during the sintering phase of the experiment had relatively little direct effect on the deposit thermal conductivity. For example, reducing the average deposit temperature from 600"C to 450"C reduced the effective thermal conductivity of the deposit by less than 10% from 0.31 to 0.29 W/(m K). Of course, the increase in temperature during the sintering phase of the experiment plays a critical, but indirect role, on the changes in thermal conductivity because high temperatures are required to drive the sintenng and chemical reactions that cause changes in deposit structure.
Sinteriw and de~osit composition
We performed standard elemental analysis on bulk deposit samples to evaluate the changes in chemical composition discussed, changes in solid phase material.
that occurred during the sintering phase of the experiment. As previously deposit chemical composition can effect the thermal conductivity of the The bulk elemental composition of an unsintered deposit and a deposit sintered for 4 hours are shown in Table 1 . The data suggest that carbon and chlorine containing species decompose during the sintering phase of the experiment. The decomposition of these species is consistent with thermodynamic equilibrium calculations; for example, at high temperatures, CaO is thermodynamically favored relative to CaC03. The decomposition of the deposit carbon and chlorine species is likely to have little affect on the overall thermal conductivity of the deposit solid phase. First, carbon and chlorine make up only 17% of the deposit solid phase; therefore, loss of this material will likely have little effect on the solid phase thermal conductivity and the deposit solid fraction. Second, decomposition will likely create species with very similar values of thermal conductivity to the original species.
Irnidications for Model Develo~ment
Models for deposit thermal conductivity are needed to simulate the effects of ash deposition on utility boiler performance. At present, the most sophisticated models for deposit thermal conductivity account for changes in deposit density, they do not account for changes in deposit rnicrostructure2~. The measurements presented here indicate that models must account for changes in microstructure. The fact that sintering creates a layered microstructure suggests a simple conceptual framework for predicting the effects of sintering on deposit thermal conductivity. In its simplest formulation a deposit can be treated as a material with two layers and an overall thermal conductivity of
where L is the thickness of the unsintered layer normalized
by the total deposit thickness, km is the thermal conductivity of the unsintered, inner layer of the deposit, and k~i is the thermal conductivity sintered, outer layer of the deposit. Equation (4) can easily be generalized to account for a deposit with more layers; however, as will be shown, the two-layer formulation predicts the effects of sintering on deposit thermal conductivity observed in these experiments.
Calculations of the overall deposit thermal conductivity" using equation (4) are shown in that after the initial sintenng stage, the only way to increase the overall deposit thermal conductivity is to increase ku~,the thermal conductivity of the unsintered layer. Sensitivity analysis indicates that if the unsintered layer is more than 20% of the deposit thickness, it largely determines the overall deposit thermal conductivity.
In order to compare predictions of the two-layered model to the measurements of deposit thermal conductivity we need estimates for kU~, k~i, and L from an actual deposit. Sensitivityy anal ysis reveals that the critical parameter is kUnif L is greater than 0.2 and the ratio of k~ito kUĩ s greater than about 3. We use a constant value of 0.15 W/(m K) for k.., which is the measured deposit thermal conductivity at the beginning of the sintering phase of the experiment. We assume a constant value of 0.4 for L. Finally, we assume that k~ivaries linearly with the solid fraction of the sintered layer. The slope and intercept of this relationship is defined by the measured solid fraction and thermal conductivity of the deposit at the start of the sintering phase role that an unsintered layer with a low value of thermal conductivity can have on the overall deposit thermal conductivity. After 4 hours of sintering, the overall deposit thermal conductivity is limited by kU,. The effect of a low thermal conductivity unsintered layer explains why only small changes in deposit thermal conductivity were observed in our experiments after substantial sintering.
Conclusions
This paper describes experiments conducted to examine the effects of sintering and changes in microstructure on ash deposit thermal conductivity. The experiments were performed on deposits formed while firing a blend of Illinois #6 coal and wheat straw. The measurements were made in situ while the deposits formed and then sintered in a pilot-scale combustor. The deposits are representative of those found in the convective pass of a utility boiler. Initial stages of sintering are characterized by a substantial increase in deposit thermal conductivity, subsequent sintering has little effect on deposit thermal conductivity. Analysis of SEM images of deposit samples indicates that sintering creates a layered microstmcture. Sintering significantly changes the microstructure of the outer layers, but has relatively little effect on the innermost layer of the deposit located adjacent to the cool deposition probe. Theoretical analysis that treats the deposit as a two layered material predicts the observed trends in deposit thermal conductivity. The model indicates that a low thermal conductivity layer largely determines the overall thermal conductivity of the deposit. Therefore, after the initial stages of deposit sintering, the thermal conductivity of the innermost, unsintered layer must be increased to increase the overall thermal conductivity of the deposit. This study represents a significant advance in our on deposit thermal conductivity. By making in situ ability to examine the impact of sintering measurements that minimally disturb the natural deposit microstructure, we were able for the first time to examine the effects of sintefing on deposit microstructure and deposit thermal conductivity. Although it is generally recognized that sintering creates layered deposits, these measurements are the first, to our knowledge, that quantifies the effects of layering on real deposits. Anderson et al.7 present data which show that sintenng increases the thermal conductivity of the outer layers of a deposit. However, their data do not reveal the significant effect of the unsintered inner layer on the overall deposit thermal conductivity. This is likely due to the fact that their measurements were made using crushed deposit material, which probably do not have the same structure as actual deposits. In addition, the temperature of the inside surface of the deposit exceeded 750"C, which is much higher than typical superheater tube temperatures in actual boiIers. This high temperature likely caused substantial sintering of the innermost deposit layer.
The results demonstrate that, for the ash deposits considered here, thermal conductivity depends strongly on deposit microstmcture. The deposit solid fraction (or, equivalently, porosity or deposit density) cannot be used by itself as a measure of the effects of sintering on deposit thermal conductivity. This has implications on the development of models for deposit thermal conductivity. Models must account for effects of changes in microstructure on deposit thermal conductivity; current models do not account for these effects. The most sophisticated models use deposit porosity or solid fraction as the measure of the effects of sintering20. For the deposits examined in this study, this is not a valid approach. The success of the simple two-layered model in predicting the observed changes in deposit thermal conductivity suggest that such a model may be a useful approach for accounting for the effects of changes in deposit microstructure on deposit thermal conductivity. Predictions of this model critically depend on the thermal conductivity of an unsintered layeu even a very thin layer with a low thermal conductivity can significantly limit the overalI thermal conductivity of a deposit. 
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